
Sherrill Stevens provides a new work on the Gospel of Luke that reflects the soundness of 
a true scholar but the ability to put the faith of our fathers in the language of our children. 
He has given a worthy overview of Luke but has avoided merely repeating traditional 
interpretations or summaries without raising questions for thoughts. Sherrill’s writings 
reflect his own insightful nature to place himself within the context of the New Testament 
times and draw best conclusions and personal convictions about the dates and times of the 
writings of Luke and Acts. 

Having served has an editor of Sherrill’s writings in the past, I now have the perspec-
tive of enjoying his growth and maturity in helping all of us grasp and understand God’s 
inspired Word in the Gospel of Luke. He raises and answers questions when he has 
answers, but he is not dogmatic about conclusions for which we can’t be sure or conclu-
sions that could be different from traditional interpretations. That makes his exposition of 
Luke refreshing and thought-provoking.

It is one thing to be a scholar and a good writer, but it may be another thing to live 
with character and integrity to give strength to the writing itself. It is a joy to sense the 
depth of scholarship Sherrill has and to know that it blends with the integrity of his Chris-
tian life. Sherrill challenges us to know more of Christ and to live more like Christ lived 
and like his Spirit inspires followers who want to be true disciples.

Johnnie C. Godwin
Author/Editor/Publisher/Pastor/Commentator

Former president, B & H Publishing Group

With patient scholarship, penetrating biblical insight, and out of a lifetime of friendship 
with the ancient text, Sherrill Stevens launches us on a journey of discovery with Luke and 
his contemporaries, nudging us to re-examine and reimagine much of what we think we 
know. His writing is clear, concise, and compelling. We happily stand in his debt.

Timothy K. Norman
Former pastor and denominational executive

Richmond, Va.

Sherrill Stevens’ Study Companion on the Gospel of Luke is a scholarly, yet simple retelling 
of the story of Jesus, coupled with personal thoughts, interpretations, and insights. It is an 
excellent companion source to use as one seeks to gain a greater understanding of the life 
and teachings of Jesus. Dr. Stevens’ personal insights challenge the reader to look deeper 
into the traditional interpretation and application of the Scripture.

J. Michael Simmons
Former Pastor



A Study Companion on the Gospel of Luke is aptly named. Read the biblical text then a 
commentary and add this challenging study to it, and you have a perfect companion for 
intellectual stimulation and learning. This work is not Sunday School material. It seeks 
to look closely at issues that are frequently smoothed over in some Bible studies, and as 
a result, it will challenge traditional thinking. But it is always fair game for further inter-
pretation by the author’s admission. Sherrill Stevens is honest with himself and with his 
readers. His kind and creative writing style will inspire you, confront some of your views, 
and help you learn.

Fred R. Skaggs
Co-pastor, Bruington (Va.) Baptist Church

After decades of regular study and meditation of scripture and biblical scholarship, Sherrill 
Stevens offers this reflective companion to read side by side with an open Gospel of Luke. 
The book is a tremendous gift to an expert or to an entry-level reader because it includes 
Sherrill’s own thoughtful conclusions about Jesus’ life and modeling of godliness for 
compassionate followers. I listened as I read, and I could hear this fruit-bearing author’s 
wise voice gently encouraging me to embrace some fresh ideas.

Laura Mae Johnson  
Chair of Commission on Ministry 

North Carolina Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)

Perhaps you will agree completely with every word contained in this book, perhaps not. As 
someone who reads the scriptures, however, you will become a better student/follower of 
Jesus through Sherrill Stevens’ reflections on the Gospel of Luke. Stevens speaks from vast 
experience as a teacher, preacher, and pastor. Ultimately, he speaks for himself—having a 
long life as a student/follower of Jesus of Nazareth. Like old friends reminiscing over the 
good things of life, A Study Companion on the Gospel of Luke recounts for us the good news 
of Jesus. From a life of experience with the scriptures, Dr. Stevens comes alongside us as a 
reader with words of wisdom. The insight of this conversation partner will at once inform, 
inspire, and—if you allow the Spirit to accomplish its task—transform you. 

John Norman Jr.
Pastor, First Baptist Church
Four Oaks, North Carolina
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